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Abstract.

The large solid angle magnetic spectrometers, in combination with large gamma arrays, allowed to perform

reaction mechanism and nuclear structure studies in different regions of the nuclear chart, especially in the

neutron-rich direction. By studying transfer of multiple pairs valuable information on nucleon-nucleon corre-

lations can be derived, especially from measurements performed below the Coulomb barrier. There is growing

interest in the study of the properties of the heavy binary partner, in the Pb and in the actinides regions, crucial

also for astrophysics.

1 Introduction

By studying multinucleon transfer reactions at Coulomb

barrier energies one can investigate nucleon-nucleon cor-

relation in nuclei [1], the transition from the quasi-elastic

to the deep-inelastic regime [2, 3] and channel coupling

effects in sub-barrier fusion reactions [4]. For more than

one decade this mechanism is at a renewed focus of im-

portant experimental [5] and theoretical [6–8] advances.

The advent of the last generation large solid angle mag-

netic spectrometers [9–12] coupled to large gamma arrays

[13–15] allowed to perform gamma-particle coincidences,

thus studying at the same time reaction mechanism and

nuclear structure for nuclei produced via nucleon transfer

or deep-inelastic reactions, especially in the neutron-rich

region. Ongoing studies are of primary importance for

reactions to be done with radioactive ion beams [16, 17]

where multinucleon transfer has been shown to be a com-

petitive tool for the study of neutron-rich nuclei, at least

for certain mass regions. In the following, selected exam-

ples of recently studied reactions will be presented, with

emphasis on experiments performed in inverse kinematics

at sub-barrier energies and in the heavy mass regions [18].

2 Reactions at sub-barrier energies

At energies well below the Coulomb barrier, the interact-

ing nuclei are only slightly influenced by the nuclear po-

tential and Q values are restricted to few MeV for the open

transfer channels. These conditions diminish the complex-

ity of coupled channel calculations and quantitative infor-

mation may be extracted on the nucleon-nucleon correla-

tions [19–21]. In literature many data on transfer reactions
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have been represented via the transfer probability (Ptr), de-

fined as the ratio of the transfer cross section to the corre-

sponding Rutherford cross section, plotted as a function of

the distance of closest approach (D) but quite contradic-

tory conclusion have been extracted, since data have been

mostly taken at energies above the Coulomb barrier.

The coming into operation of large acceptance mag-

netic spectrometers made it possible to perform measure-

ments on multinucleon transfer reactions with good ion

identification also at very low bombarding energies [22].

With this experimental advance we are now in position to

study the interplay between single and pair transfers far

below the Coulomb barrier and thus to provide an answer

on the origin of the enhancement reported for these reac-

tions (see e.g. Ref. [23] and references therein). In very

recently measured systems one successfully demonstrated

the powerful method of using PRISMA for such studies,

exploiting its unique performance in terms of both reso-

lution and efficiency. Making use of inverse kinematics,

target recoils have been detected in multinucleon transfer

reactions for the systems 96Zr+40Ca [22] and 116Sn+60Ni

[24]. In both cases the excitation functions at several bom-

barding energies have been obtained from the Coulomb

barrier to 20-25% below, reaching about 15.5 fm of dis-

tance of closest approach.

Results of the measurement of the 96Zr+40Ca system

(closed shell nuclei) are presented, together with the cal-

culations, in Fig. 1 for (+1n) and (+2n) neutron transfer

channels via transfer probabilities as a function of the dis-

tance of closest approach. Transfer yield could be detected

at the level of 10−4 with respect to the elastic channel.

To compute the inclusive one-neutron stripping cross sec-

tion (full line) one calculated the transfer probability for a

given single particle transition and one obtained the total

transfer probability by summing over all possible transi-
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Figure 1. Points: Experimental transfer probabilities as a func-

tion of the distance of closest approach for (+1n) (full circles)

and (+2n) (empty circles) for the 96Zr+40Ca system. Lines: The-

oretical transfer probabilities for one and two particle transfer.

The full line represents the inclusive transfer probability for one

neutron transfer, the dotted line the ground to ground state tran-

sition for the two-neutron transfer and the dash line the transition

to the first 0+ excited state at ∼ 5.8 MeV in 42Ca

tions that can be constructed from the single particle states

in projectile and target (see Ref. [22] for details). One sees

how calculations reproduce well the experimental slope as

well as the absolute values of the transfer probabilities for

the one neutron channel. For the two-particle transfer one

followed closely the formalism of Ref. [21]. We here just

mention that the ground state wave function for the 94Zr

is obtained from a BCS calculation by adopting a state in-

dependent pairing interaction, while for the description of
42Ca one diagonalized the total Hamiltonian with a model

space containing only two-particle configuration coupled

to 0+ (i.e. transfer of a J = 0+ pair). In Fig. 1 with a dot-

ted line is shown the calculated probability for the ground

to ground state transition. Clearly, this transition does not

contribute to the total transfer strength in agreement with

what was experimentally observed in the Q-value spectra.

The predicted transfer probability for the transition to the

0+ state at ∼ 5.8 MeV in 42Ca [25] is shown with a dashed

line. It is apparent that the contribution of this transition

is much larger than the ground state one. One presently

ascribes the enhancement factor of ∼3 to the fact that the

two-nucleon transfer reaction does not populate only 0+

states but it is much richer, so that more complicated two-

particle correlations have to be taken into account.

At variance with the 96Zr+40Ca system (closed shell),

in the very recently studied 116Sn+60Ni system (super-fluid

nuclei) [24], the ground to ground state Q values for neu-

tron transfers is close to zero, matching the optimum Q-

value (∼ 0 MeV). It is extremely interesting to see how

microscopic calculations including the transfer of J = 0+

pairs to the 0+gs states compare with the experimental data,

thus improving our understanding of the origin of the en-

hancement factors.

In this context, it is also important to investigate the

role played by neutron-proton correlations. These cor-

relations are presently attracting peculiar interest in the

field, especially making use of radioactive ion beams. As

known, multinucleon transfer reactions allow the transfer

of large number of nucleons, and in order to study proton-

neutron correlation one has to use systems where the pop-

ulation of the (±np) channels is allowed by the Q-value.

First measurements of this kind have been very recently

performed for 92Mo+54Fe [26].

The problematic issue connected with the pair corre-

lations is of current interest in ongoing research with ra-

dioactive beams, where for example the pairing interac-

tion is expected to be significantly modified in nuclei with

extended neutron distributions [27]. The recent works on
11Li induced reactions [28] provided evidence of phonon

mediated pairing interaction [29]. New measurements in

the near and sub-barrier regime have been recently per-

formed in the 16O+208Pb [30] and 28Si+90,94Zr [31], the

latter performed in direct kinematics detecting target-like

recoils with a recoil mass spectrometer. The newly ac-

cumulating data are also attracting a renewed interest by

theorists. Models based on semiclassical theory have been

used to compute transfer cross sections in light ion induced

reactions [32], and calculations have been recently per-

formed within models based on Langevin [33] or diffusion

equations [34] and Time Dependent Hartree Fock theory

[35, 36], the latter used also to compare data at above bar-

rier energies [37].

3 Effects due to energy loss

The Z and A identification capability and the large detec-

tion efficiency of PRISMA allow to follow the evolution

of the reaction from the quasi elastic to the deep inelastic

regime. In Figs. 2 and 3 are shown the mass distribu-

tions and associated Total Kinetic Energy Loss (TKEL)

spectra of representative multinucleon transfer channels

for the 90Zr+208Pb reaction. One can clearly follow the

evolution pattern as function of the number of transferred

nucleons. In the case of pure neutron transfers one sees a

quasi-elastic peak and an increasing strength of large en-

ergy loss components when adding neutrons. When pro-

tons are involved one observes a faster growth of large

TKEL components, and beyond three-proton stripping the

TKEL distributions have almost similar shapes. We re-

mind that one detects secondary fragments and that the

TKEL spectra are constructed assuming binary reactions,

so the shapes may be somewhat modified with respect to

the (unreconstructed) primary fragments. In general, for

few nucleon transfer one has a situation typical of quasi-

elastic processes, well defined by the Q values [5], while

for many nucleon transfer the shape of the mass distribu-

tion is much broader (more Gaussian-like). The yields of

specific proton transfer channels (−xp±yn) are distributed

over more masses and the pure proton stripping channels

become less favourable as more protons are transferred,

with the centroids of the mass distributions shifting to

lower values. This behaviour is strongly connected with
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Figure 2. Mass (top panels) and TKEL (middle and bottom pan-

els) spectra obtained in the reaction 90Zr+208Pb at Elab=560 MeV

for the indicated transfer channels. (0p) and (−1p) in the mass

spectra refer to Zr and Y isotopes, respectively

Figure 3. Mass and TKEL spectra obtained in the reaction
90Zr+208Pb for the indicated proton stripping transfer channels

the effect of nucleon evaporation from the primary frag-

ments, in turn associated with large energy losses [2, 3].

The importance of neutron evaporation in the modification

of the final yield distribution can be directly seen through

γ-particle coincidences. Gating on a specific Z and A (light

partner) identified with a spectrometer, the velocity vec-

tor of the undetected heavy partner can be evaluated and

applied for the Doppler correction of its corresponding γ

rays. In those spectra not only the γ rays belonging to the

primary binary partner are present, but also the ones of the

nuclei produced after evaporation takes place. An example

is given in Fig. 4 for the (−2p), (−2p+ 1n) and (−2p+ 2n)

channels populated in the 40Ca+96Zr reaction [10].

Figure 4. γ spectra obtained in the reaction 40Ca+96Zr, Doppler

corrected for the heavy fragments. The main labels 98Mo, 97Mo

and 96Mo in each frame indicate the primary heavy fragments,

populated via the (−2p), (−2p + 1n) and (−2p + 2n) channels,

respectively, and whose spectra correspond to 38Ar, 39Ar and 40Ar

tagged with PRISMA

4 Population of neutron rich heavy

fragments

Besides the “light” partner products, the “heavy” partners

are presently receiving peculiar attention. In fact, certain

regions of the nuclear chart, like that below 208Pb or in the

actinides, can be hardly accessed by fragmentation or fis-

sion reactions, and multinucleon transfer may be a suitable

mechanism (if not the only one) to approach those neutron

rich areas. We remind, as an example, that nuclear proper-

ties of neutron rich nuclei around N=126 are relevant for

the r-process, and play a critical role for theoretical pre-

dictions of the synthesis of the heaviest elements [33], for

disentangling a variety of astrophysical scenarios [38, 39],

and to study the competition between Gamow-Teller and

First-Forbidden β transitions [39].

To understand how one can approach the neutron rich

heavy region, we have to keep in mind that transfer pro-

cesses are governed by form factors and optimum Q-value

considerations. With neutron poor projectiles on heavy

targets only proton stripping and neutron pick-up chan-

nels are available, while with neutron rich projectiles also

proton pick-up and neutron stripping channels open up
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[40]. This corresponds, for the heavy partner, to the pop-

ulation in the “south-east” direction, leading to the neu-

tron rich heavy region. For the characteristic behaviour

of the binding energy, the process is essentially governed

by the lighter partner of the reaction [40]. This change of

population pattern has been experimentally shown in dif-

ferent heavy ion reactions by directly detecting in Z and

A the light partner products. In addition, as outlined be-

fore, through γ-particle coincidences, “heavy” recoils have

been identified via their associated γ rays [10, 41]. Impor-

tant new projects have been launched by different groups

to produce neutron rich heavy nuclei near the N=126 re-

gion via multinucleon transfer reactions, extract them from

a gas cell and identify the products to perfom β − γ coin-

cidences [42, 43].

5 Measurement of the 197Au+130Te system

Direct detection of the heavy products (A∼ 150-200) is no-

toriously very difficult. One has to keep in mind that the

bombarding energy must be close to the Coulomb barrier

as a compromise between having high primary cross sec-

tions and reasonable final (detected) yield after secondary

processes occur. Due to the low ion kinetic energies, A and

Z resolutions become worse. Significant progress can be

made by using reactions in inverse kinematics, where ions

are forward focused (high efficiency) and with high ki-

netic energy [22, 44]. Following the experience gained in

Figure 5. Theoretical cross sections for tin isotopes produced in

the 197Au+130Te reaction at Elab=1070 MeV. Calculations have

been performed with the code GRAZING [8]. The two his-

tograms correspond to the cases without and with neutron evap-

oration, the latter corresponding to lower average mass distribu-

tions.

the measurements at sub-barrier energies we recently per-

formed an exploratory run to study the multineutron and

multiproton transfer channels in the reaction 197Au+130Te

at Elab=1070 MeV. The first physics goal was to get the

A, Z and Q-value distributions measuring the “light” reac-

tion products and compare final yields with those expected

from theoretical models, already successfully applied for

lower mass systems [5]. In particular, via the 2 proton

stripping (−2p) and 4 neutron pick-up (+4n) channels one

should be able to populate 132Sn, a benchmark nucleus

[16, 17]. As an example, theoretical predictions [8] for the

cross sections of tin isotopes are displayed in Fig. 5, from

which one sees the effect of neutron evaporation. The sec-

ond goal was to compare the yields of the “light” partner

with those of the “heavy” one. As said before, with neu-

tron rich projectiles proton pick-up and neutron stripping

channels open up. For the heavy partner this is reflected in

the population “south-east” from the injection point, lead-

ing to the neutron rich Pt-Os heavy region. Competitive

processes, i.e. evaporation and fission, may significantly

shift the final yield to lower mass values and it is therefore

extremely important to get experimental information on

the yield distributions and compare them with theoretical

predictions.

We used a 2 pnA 197Au beam delivered by the PI-

AVE+ALPI accelerator complex of LNL onto a 100

μg/cm2 130Te target with a purity of 99.6%. We de-

tected with PRISMA, at an angle close to the grazing one

(θlab = 37◦, same at this energy for the two partners),

projectile-like and target-like ions, setting different mag-

netic fields for the two kind of ions in two different runs.

To get the best possible ion identification, we used in-

Figure 6. The matrix of mass vs position at the focal plane for

Te isotopes detected in PRISMA in the 197Au+130Te reaction at

Elab=1070 MeV and θlab = 37◦. The different bands correspond

to neutron stripping and pick-up channels. The right side shows

the projection on the mass axis. Only one atomic charge state has

been selected.

verse kinematics, where both binary partners have high

kinetic energy at quite forward angles. Figure 6 shows

as an example the matrix mass vs position of the focal

plane for Te isotopes, obtained by selecting only one of

the atomic charge states. At the measured angle θlab = 37◦

Te-like recoils had energies of ∼ 5.5 MeV/A. Mass iden-

tification is based on an event-by-event reconstruction of

the ion trajectory inside the magnetic elements, using two-

dimensional entrance and exit positions and time-of-flight

[10, 45]. One sees the quality of separation between differ-

ent masses, allowing to identify neutron stripping as well

as neutron pick-up channels. For proton transfer channels

the cross sections are roughly an order of magnitude less

than the neutron transfer ones.
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Figure 7. The matrix of mass over atomic charge state (A/q) vs

position at the focal plane for Au-like particles detected in the
197Au+130Te reaction at Elab=1070 MeV and θlab = 37◦. The

projections on the two axis are also displayed. The asymmetric

A/q peak distribution is due to the distortion of the ion optics.

For Au-like ions, detected obviously with different

magnetic fields, we got a very good A/q resolution, shown

in Fig. 7. The direct detection of Au-like ions was also

an excellent opportunity to test for the first time the detec-

tor performance of PRISMA with large masses (actually

with the highest beam mass presently available at LNL),

a test important and necessary for future studies and de-

velopments. Work is underway to improve the tracking

algorithm, necessary to properly extract the atomic charge

state distributions of these very heavy ions. In the next pe-

riod a signifcant improvement of the experiment will come

with the installation on the PRISMA scattering chamber of

a second time of flight system to perfom high resolution

kinematic coincidences. With the additional information

provided by this second arm, equipped with position sen-

sitive microchannel-plate, parallel-plate and Bragg ioniza-

tion chamber, we will be able to associate the mass and nu-

clear charge distributions of heavy transfer products with

each isotope identified in PRISMA. We expect to get im-

portant information on the production yield of heavy neu-

tron rich partners and to measure the probability of transfer

induced fission (see next paragraph).

6 Fission products

As a further exploratory run, we tested the reaction
197Au+130Te at at Elab=1300 MeV and at a more forward

angle θlab = 27◦, setting the magnetic fields and the gas

detectors to directly measure “fission-like” products. The

corresponding energy-range matrix is displayed in Fig.

8. One can observe, besides the bulk of Au-like ions,

two main distributions, presumably coming from the near

symmetric fission of Au (lower branch) and the convo-

lution of quasi-fission, transfer-induced fission and deep-

inelastic components (upper branch). Of course, lacking a

true kinematic coincidence we could not quantitatively at-

tribute those event distributions to specific reaction mech-

anisms, which could overlap in parts of their angular and

Q-value distributions selected by the spectrometer. On the

other hand we could assess the feasibility of these studies.

Indeed, the individual bands, associated with the different

nuclear charges, show the obtained Z resolution near the

Z∼ 40-50 region, quite similar to what was recently per-

formed using the VAMOS spectrometer in GANIL with

the specific purpose to study the yields distributions of fis-

sion products [46].

Figure 8. Energy vs range (in the ionization chamber) matrix

obtained in the reaction 197Au+130Te at at Elab=1300 MeV and

θlab = 27◦. The magnetic fields and gas detector system of

PRISMA have been set to measure “fission-like” fragments (see

text for details).

The mechanism of fission deserves some comments, in

particular transfer induced fission, affecting generally the

heavy partner. From the point of view of γ spectroscopy,

this turns out to be an efficient way to populate neutron rich

nuclei. First experiments where fission products are se-

lected in A and Z with a spectrometer and their associated

γ rays are detected with large γ arrays have been already

performed. For instance, the reaction 136Xe+238U [47] has

been employed to measure the lowest energy levels of 96Kr

and study the evolution of quadrupole deformation in that

region. The 238U+12C reaction [48] has been used to pop-

ulate neutron rich nuclei in the mass range A∼100-140,

where properties of newly identified levels have been com-

pared with large scale shell model calculations.

As said before, the competitive processes of evapora-

tion and/or fission shift the final yield to lower mass val-

ues. Fission becomes of course more and more crucial in

governing the decay process in the actinides and transac-

tinides region [49]. It is therefore extremely important to

get quantitative information on the final yield distributions

and compare them with theoretical predictions. High res-

olution kinematic coincidences are expected to bring im-

portant information on these processes. As an example,

in the 58Ni+208Pb measurement of Ref. [50] the relevance

of transfer induced fission and how the experimental val-

ues can be quite well described by the same theory used

to compare with the distributions of the light partner have

been discussed.

7 Conclusions

Significant advances have been made in the last years in

the field of multinucleon transfer reactions. With mul-
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tiple transfers of neutrons and protons one could popu-

late nuclei moderately far from stability, especially in the

neutron-rich region, important for both reaction mech-

anism and nuclear structure. Valuable information on

nucleon-nucleon correlations could be also derived, par-

ticularly in studies below the Coulomb barrier. Present

focus is also in the study of the properties of the heavy bi-

nary partner, important for astrophysics. The presence of

secondary effects, namely nucleon evaporation and trans-

fer induced fission, need to be more carefully investigated,

especially near the Pb and in the actinide regions, where

other production methods, like fission or fragmentation,

have severe limitations.
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